
APPENDIX 5 
Sent: 07 February 2021 15:47 
To: Licensing (Watford) 
Subject: Licensing Act 2003 Statement of Licensing Policy 
 
Dear All, 
 
I am writing you with regards of the letter I received home about : Licensing Act 2003 
Statement of Licensing Policy 
 
I have been living on Watford High Street for 5 years now and I can tell you what I 
would like the Council do add to the Licensing Act: 
 
         1. Creating a Designated Place for the Entertainment ( singing, preaching , 
dacing ) inside the Shopping Mall area and Banning any of the Entertainment 
mentioned above on the street.  
For the past 5 years my partner and I have been calling the Police and the 
Enviornment Team to pick up people from the street that was singing very loudly, 
preacing and dacing right near our window, during our resting time, during weekends 
and moslty during  NATIONAL LOCK DOWN.This is what the Council thinks to be 
ESSENTIAL DURING LOCIK DOWN??? 
As Nurses we work very heavy shifts: 12hr/day or Night and the Council HAS 
ABSOLUTELY NEVER HELPED whenever we called or emailed to them.  
Maine High Street as an area per se is usually noisy, but it's manageble if we 
consider not having all that Entertainment noise added to it.  
We do not want people not to have these things as we understand the need for fun 
and socialising. 
What we would like  as I mentioned priorly, is for them to have a DESIGNATED 
place that is not on Main High Street, but somewhere where the noise can be 
compact and lowered. 
 
       2. When the bars are opened the people that get drunk come and VOMIT 
UNDER OUR WINDOWS, on the little alley named PALACE VIEW.  THAT IS 
ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING!!!! They also buy, sell and inject drugs right under our 
window, such as heroine and weed. That was a daily routine when the bars where 
opened.The are no surveilance cameras nowhere on this alley. No there is any sort 
of  Police Patrol. If there were one would be amased of the things one will see. This 
is the DRUGS& VOMIT alley!!! 
 
        3.The TAKE AWAY MOTORBYKERS are PARKING  ON THE PALACE VIEW 
ALLEY , at all times during the day . It's a  non stop ROLLING OF WHEELS !!. They 
have designated parking spaces right behind Starbucks, but they still park and drive 
on the alley, that is created  for WALKING ONLY, not caring if they might hurt 
someone with their motorbikes!! As there is no Patrol to have them removed from 
there, they have made the ALLEY a MOTORWAY for their use and they don't care if 
the noise the make while they accelarate , is bothering THE TENANTS living in the 
area. 
 
I know for sure that none of this will be taken in consideration as this takes initiative 
and the Council has None.  



It is my duty though to make the Council aware for (1000 time  this year) of these 
issues, as  maybe so something will be DONE!!!! 
 
Thank you! 
 
 
A High Street Resident 
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